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1. INTRODUCTION

they believe the target frequency response of the
headphone should be for optimum sound quality [1].
The attempt of this research is to determine what
level and what kind of distortion is audible and how
it affects the perceived sound quality.

©2016 HARMAN INTERNATIONAL
INDUSTRIES,
INCORPORATED
There has been much research
published on how a
loudspeaker’s linear performance, e.g. frequency,
time and directional responses, affects perceived
sound quality. However, there is little research
published on how non-linear distortion affects
perceived sound quality. In recent years, the
increasing availability and affordability of high
quality headphones and personal digital music
players e.g. MP3 players, has brought high quality
music playback to the masses. The transducer
performance is critical to listener enjoyment and Dr.
Olive and others have presented research on what

Five different pairs of good quality over-the-ear
headphones with varying levels of distortion were
objectively measured and subjectively rated for their
perceived sound quality. First, each headphone was
equalized to the same target frequency response.
Several different kinds of distortion metrics including
harmonic, intermodulation, and non-coherent
distortion, were measured for each headphone. A
listening test was then conducted where the five
headphones were rated by eight trained listeners
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It is well-known that the frequency response of loudspeakers and headphones has a dramatic impact on sound
quality and listener preference, but what role does distortion have on perceived sound quality? To answer this
question, five popular headphones with varying degrees of distortion were selected and equalized to the same
frequency response. Trained listeners compared them subjectively using music as the test signal, and the distortion
of each headphone was measured objectively using a well-known commercial audio test system. The correlation
between subjective listener preference and objective distortion measurement is discussed.
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ABSTRACT

Headphone leakage effects can have a profound effect on low frequency performance of headphones. A large
survey, including over 2000 individual headphone measurements, was undertaken in order to compare leakage
effects on human test subjects to leakage effects of the same headphones measured on a test fixture. Ten different
commercially available headphones were used, each measured on eight different test subjects and a test fixture with
several sets of pinnae. Modifications to the pinnae were investigated to see if the leakage effects measured on the
test fixture could be made to better match the real word leakage effects measured on human test subjects.

A listening experiment was conducted to study factors that influence listeners’ preferred bass and treble balance in
headphone sound reproduction. Using a method of adjustment a total of 249 listeners adjusted the relative treble and
bass levels of a headphone that was first equalized at the eardrum reference point (DRP) to match the in-room
steady-state response of a reference loudspeaker in a reference listening room. Listeners repeated the adjustment five
times using three stereo music programs. The listeners included males and females from different age groups,
listening experiences, and nationalities. The results provide evidence that the preferred bass and treble balances in
headphones was influenced by several factors including program, and the listeners’ age, gender and prior listening
experience. The younger and less experienced listeners on average preferred more bass and treble in their
headphones compared to the older, more experienced listeners. Female listeners on average preferred less bass and
treble than their male counterparts.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Headphone leakage effects can have a profound effect
on low frequency performance of headphones.
Deviations of 20 dB or more in the headphone response
can easily result from varying amounts of leakage. The
effect of a leak on a closed cavity is technically well
understood [1]. Even so, for many headphone designs,
leakage is still the largest source of variability in
perceived low frequency response. Reducing this
variability would be the best solution for this problem,
and various strategies have been used to minimize the
variation. Given that the variation cannot be entirely
eliminated, a measurement method that approximates
the average response on the headphones on human
subjects would be advantageous. This is the focus of
the current investigation.

Some previous related studies have been made
comparing different pinna sets, such as in [2]. In this
study different pinnae were considered, as well as
different pinna hardness, but the focus was on
reproducibility of measurements.
There were no
measurements made on human tests subjects for
comparison to the artificial pinna.
The current study includes a large number of
measurements, directly comparing several pinna
versions to measurements on human subjects. It
includes a sizeable sampling of headphones and test
subjects, including over 2000 individual measurements
in all.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent scientific investigations into alternative
headphone target curves have found that listeners prefer
them when compared to the standard diffuse and freefield headphone calibrations [1]-[4]. Olive et al. showed
evidence that trained listeners preferred a headphone
target response that closely matched the measured inroom steady-state response of a neutral loudspeaker
calibrated in a reference listening room [3]. However,
the relative levels of the bass and treble sections of the
headphone target response were derived empirically
rather than through formal experimentation, leaving
some doubt as

to whether the bass and treble levels of the headphone
target response were optimized for best sound quality.
To address this question, a follow up experiment was
recently conducted wherein listeners directly adjusted
the relative bass and treble levels of the headphone after
it was equalized at the DRP to match the in-room
response of a reference loudspeaker [4]. The experiment
was repeated for both loudspeaker and headphone
playback conditions to determine how closely the two
results matched. The average preferred bass and treble
levels were 4.8 dB and -4.4 dB, respectively for
headphone playback, and 6.6 dB and -2.4 dB for
loudspeaker reproduction. In other words, listeners on

2

HARMAN TARGET CURVE (2013)

In this paper we reported experiments
where trained listeners evaluated two
different headphones (Sennheiser HD
518 and Audeze LCD-2) unequalized and
equalized to different target curves
(diffuse, modified diffuse, free-field) and
two Harman target curves based on the
equalized in-room response of a
loudspeaker
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HARMAN TARGET CURVE (2013)

One of the Harman headphone
target curves was based on a
preferred in-room loudspeaker
target curve (RR1) that came
from a study (see next slide) on
room correction products
Listeners preferred this room
correction over other room
corrections and target curves
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re-measured in the listening room using microphone subjective ratings, particularly below 300 Hz. The
locations more focused on the primary listening test highest rated room correction (RC1) now has a much
Two of the six microphones were placed 11.7 cm apart smoother response below 300 Hz in Figure 11(a)
at the primary listening with the other 4 microphones compared to Figure 10(a). The same is true for RC3,
flanking them 0.75 m apart the sides, front and rear. All although in Figure 11 (a) it now has a sharp upward tilt
microphones were placed at ear height of an average in the bass, which listeners noted as sounding “boomy”
height seated listener. This microphone arrangement (see Table 4).
should better reflect the sound heard by the listener
during the
listening tests,OFparticularly
belowDIFFERENT
300 Hz ROOM
The primary
listening
seat
measurements in Figure 11
IN-ROOM
MEASUREMENTS
SPEAKER AFTER
CORRECTIONS
ARE
APPLIED
where the largest seat-to-seat variation in measured better correspond to listeners’ comments and spectral
response tends to occur.
ratings related to bass. The curves in Figure 11 (b)
Room Correction based on Harman Target Curve
clearly AES
delineate the differences in low frequency
Audio Engineering Society
response among the room corrections
in terms of overall
(a)
Convention
Paper
extension and smoothness. At 20 Hz there
are7960
20 dB
Most Preferred
level differences between the most and least preferred
room correction. The more preferred room corrections
Room Correction
have more extended and smoother bass. This is not
surprising given that
primary
hasEvaluation
shown in
Thethe
Subjective
andauthor
Objective
of a
Correction
previous study that the Room
extension
and Products
smoothness of
bass in a loudspeaker accounts for 30% of its estimated
preference rating [25].
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Unequalized Loudspeaker

(b)
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Above 300 Hz, there are generally fewer differences
between the two sets of measurements shown in Figures
10 and 11, with the exception of RC6. In Figure 11 (a),
there are more visible resonant peaks centered at 350
Least Preferred
Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz and 3.5 kHz. This is a frequency
Room Correction
region where resonances can adversely affect the timbre5
of vocals and most other instruments. These problems,
together with the 2 kHz dip and bass deficiency may
explain why RC6 received such low ratings and
numerous negative comments related to coloration,
harshness and lack of bass.
ABSTRACT

A panel of eight trained listeners gave comparative ratings for five different room correction products based on
overall preference and spectral balance. The room corrections were applied to a single loudspeaker/subwoofer in a
typical semi-reflective listening room, and evaluated using three different music programs. The same
loudspeaker/subwoofer without correction was included as a hidden anchor. The results found significant
differences in sound quality among the room correction products based on listeners’ preferences and spectral
balance ratings. These differences can be largely explained by examining the steady state, spatially averaged
frequency response measurements of the room corrections measured at the listening location.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of reproduced sound in consumer,
professional, and automotive spaces is influenced by
acoustical interactions between the loudspeaker and
listening room [1]-[9]. Room resonances and solid angle
and boundary effects can adversely affect the quality of
reproduced sounds below 300-800 Hz producing large
(>18 dB) deviations in the in-room frequency response
that vary at different loudspeaker and seating positions.

At higher frequencies, the acoustical properties of the
loudspeaker/room, along with the placement of the
loudspeaker(s) and listeners, determine the quality,
quantity, and spatial-temporal pattern of reflected
sounds. The reflection patterns of the room cannot be
removed or corrected with room correction. Fortunately,
humans have the innate ability to learn, adapt to, and
ignore reflection patterns when listening to loudspeakers
in typical semi-reflective rooms [2], [6].

LISTENING RESULTS
Listeners preferred the Audeze LCD-2 equalized to match Harman Target Curve 2 (RR1) compared to the
unequalized Audeze or any of the different DF and FF target curves

Preferred Headphone Target Response
8.0

Preference Rating
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6.0

4.0
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4.75
4.08
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0.0
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DF_MH
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Headphone Target Response
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6

HEADPHONE TARGET CURVE MEASUREMENTS

Test Two: Audeze LCD-2
Black = Average response of right channel
Red = Average response of all 6 target responses

Preference Rating

8
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No EQ
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1.39

FF

7

ADJUSTING HEADPHONE AND IN_ROOM LOUDSPEAKER TARGET CURVES

In this paper we had 6 trained and 3
untrained listeners adjust the bass and treble
levels of a headphone (Senn. HD 800)
equalized at the DRP to match a
“flattened” (not ideal) in-room response of
an accurate loudspeaker in the Harman
Reference Room;
Listeners repeated the same test in the
Harman Reference Room using an accurate
stereo loudspeaker (Revel F208)
©2016 HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
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MEAN PREFERRED BASS AND TREBLE LEVELS

• For the loudspeaker playback
condition they preferred about 2 dB
more bass and treble than the
headphone condition
©2016 HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED

Relative Level (dB)

• On average, listeners preferred the
headphone target response after
adjusted to 4.8 dB bass gain (2nd
order LF shelf at 105 Hz) and -4.4 dB
treble cut (2nd order HF shelf at 2.5
kHz)

7.0
5.3

6.6

Loudspeaker
Headphone

4.8

3.5
1.8
0.0
-1.8

-2.4

-3.5

-4.4

-5.3
Bass

Treble
9
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RESULTS

preferred headphone target curve, the DF calibration
would make the headphone sound too thin and bright
due to the lower bass and higher treble levels. This was
reported in a previous study [6], and has been confirmed
again in the current study.

This measurement shows the
headphone adjusted to the target
response based on listeners bass
and level preferences
The green dotted curve is
response of the loudspeaker
equalized to a flat in-room curve.
Listeners did not like this
baseline curve and adjusted the
bass 6.6 dB higher and the treble
-2.4 dB lower. More evidence that
the in-room loudspeaker target
should have a 9-10 dB downward
slope from 20-20 kHz
©2016 HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED

Figure 17 The preferred headphone target response
measured at DRP (black) based on this study. Also
shown is the measured response of the loudspeaker
equalized to a flat in-room target response.
4.3

Measured Responses of Loudspeaker
Equalized to the Preferred Target

Figs. 18 shows the measured frequency response of the
Revel F208 loudspeaker equalized to the preferred inroom target response (solid curve) found in this study.
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2014 PAPER
In this paper we had 238 listeners from four countries
give preference ratings for 4 virtualized headphones
including one equalized to the Harman Target Curve
(top left graph).The other three were Sennheiser
HD800, Audeze LCD-2 and Beats Studio.
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RESULTS
Subjective Results

Headphone Preference

Objective Results
Harman Target Curve (2013)
Acoustic
Measurements
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f the bass and
d upper values
+15 dB for the
ble filter.

The headphone was equalized at the DRP to match the
flattened in-room steady-state response of a reference
loudspeaker (Revel Performa F208) calibrated in the
Harman reference listening room.
Although the
loudspeaker had a flat anechoic on-axis response it was
equalized in-situ to be flat as a baseline condition.1
Details on the loudspeaker, listening room, and
equalization process are available in references [4]-[5].
Fig. 3 shows the frequency response of the headphone
(dotted line) measured at the DRP using the GRAS 45
CA test fixture with KB0071 pinnae (incorporating
RA0045 ear simulator meeting IEC 60318) after it was
calibrated to match the flat in-room steady-state
response of the Revel loudspeaker (solid line). The
response is the baseline from which listeners adjusted
the levels of the bass and treble filters according to
preference.

In this paper, we had 249 listeners from 4
countries adjust the bass and treble level
of a headphone according to preference
after
ass and
treble it was equalized to match the flat ingainresponse
values.
of the loudspeaker

re sufficiently
isteners’ tastes
vestigation [4],
s also verified
t overload or
including the
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quencies was
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ABSTRACT
A listening experiment was conducted to study factors that influence listeners’ preferred bass and treble balance in
headphone sound reproduction. Using a method of adjustment a total of 249 listeners adjusted the relative treble and
bass levels of a headphone that was first equalized at the eardrum reference point (DRP) to match the in-room
steady-state response of a reference loudspeaker in a reference listening room. Listeners repeated the adjustment five
times using three stereo music programs. The listeners included males and females from different age groups,
listening experiences, and nationalities. The results provide evidence that the preferred bass and treble balances in
headphones was influenced by several factors including program, and the listeners’ age, gender and prior listening
experience. The younger and less experienced listeners on average preferred more bass and treble in their
headphones compared to the older, more experienced listeners. Female listeners on average preferred less bass and
treble than their male counterparts.
1.
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Figure 3 The frequency response of the Sennheiser
HD518 headphone (dotted curve) equalized and
measured at the DRP to match the flattened in-room
steady-state response of the Revel F208 loudspeaker
(black curve) in the Harman Reference Listening Room.

INTRODUCTION

Recent scientific investigations into alternative
headphone target curves have found that listeners prefer
them when compared to the standard diffuse and freefield headphone calibrations [1]-[4]. Olive et al. showed
evidence that trained listeners preferred a headphone
target response that closely matched the measured inroom steady-state response of a neutral loudspeaker
calibrated in a reference listening room [3]. However,
the relative levels of the bass and treble sections of the
headphone target response were derived empirically
rather than through formal experimentation, leaving
some doubt as

to whether the bass and treble levels of the headphone
target response were optimized for best sound quality.
To address this question, a follow up experiment was
recently conducted wherein listeners directly adjusted
the relative bass and treble levels of the headphone after
it was equalized at the DRP to match the in-room
response of a reference loudspeaker [4]. The experiment
was repeated for both loudspeaker and headphone
playback conditions to determine how closely the two
results matched. The average preferred bass and treble
levels were 4.8 dB and -4.4 dB, respectively for
headphone playback, and 6.6 dB and -2.4 dB for
loudspeaker reproduction. In other words, listeners on
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RESULTS
PREFERRED BASS AND TREBLE LEVELS
Averaged across all programs and all listeners (n=249)
8
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Bass

Treble
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EFFECT OF LISTENING EXPERIENCE ON PREFERRED BASS AND TREBLE LEVELS
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EFFECT OF AGE OF LISTENER
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preferred headphone target curve, the DF calibration
RESULTS
would make the headphone sound too thin and bright
due to the lower bass and higher treble levels. This was
reported in a previous study [6], and has been confirmed
again in the current study.

Olive & Welti Headphone Target Curve (this study)
Olive et al. Headphone Target Curve from [4]

Loudspeaker equalized to flat in-room response [4]

©2016 HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED

Figure 17 The preferred headphone target response
measured at DRP (black) based on this study. Also
shown is the measured response of the loudspeaker
equalized to a flat in-room target response.

Preferred Loudspeaker an

For the sake of comparison, we
response of the loudspeaker eq
target response. The flat in-roo
curve would have too much tre
to produce satisfying results for
this study and a previous one [5

Finally, Fig. 19 shows the mea
of the Revel F208 (black) eq
[4]
S.E. Olive, T. Welti and E. McMullin, “Listener
Preferences
for In-Roomcurve.
Loudspeaker
and
target
response
This
me
Headphone Target Responses,” presented at the
135Convention,
Audio in-room
Eng., Soc., preprint
8994,
similar
to the
loudspe
(2013 October).
that was preferred by listeners
where they evaluated diffe
correction products [5], and di
response curves [6]. Also sh
predicted in-room response of t
anechoic measurements (see F
there is good agreement betwee
response of the loudspeaker
18
measurements with no room
measured in-room response
equalized to the preferred targ
tells us is that a well-designed
require much equalization

CONCLUSIONS
The preferred Harma nheadphone target response closely matches the preferred
in-room response of an accurate loudspeaker in a reference listening room having
about a 10 dB downward slope from 20 Hz-20 kHz
The preferred headphone target shape may vary depending on several factors:
• the spectrum and balance of the recording (circle of confusion issues)
• listeners’ age, listening experience: younger, less experienced listeners tend to
prefer more bass and treble; older listeners may prefer more treble to
compensate for hearing loss
• individual taste
• bass loss due to leakage/fit (closed headphones and IE types)
• masking of bass/mids from background noise
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THE END
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